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Question No. 1 and 2 are compulsory. Answer any two from the rest. 

2x5 10 1. Answer any five questions from the following: 

(a) State the meaning of 'Rna' and name its different types. 

(b) Distinguish between Sreya and Preya. 

(c) What is Svabh�vav�da? 

(d) Name the Realistic and Idealistic schools of Buddhism. 

(e) What is meant by Naya' in Jaina Philosophy? 

()What is meant by äpta in Ny�ya Philosophy? 

(g)What are the five avayavas of a Pañc�vayabi Ny�ya? 

(h) What sannikar_a is required for the perception of Sabdatva? 

)What kinds of Karma are accepted in Vaiae_ika Philosophy? Give the ir names. 

) What are the Panca-ko[a? 
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5x2 10 Answer any two questions from the following: 

(a) Discuss briefly the C�rv�ka theory of self. 

(b) Explain the Jaina concept of Jia. 

(c) Explain brietly different types of laukika sannikarsa with examples after Ny�ya 

Philosophy. 

(d) Distinguish between Samav�ya and Samyoga. 

10+5 What are the Cärv�ka arguments in favour of the view that 'inference is not a 

source of veridical cognition'? Is this view satisfactory? Discuss. 
3. 

10+5 Explain critically the Buddhist doctrine of Nair�tmav�da. Is this doctrine 

consistent with their Karmav�da? Explain. 
4. 

8+5+2 Explain the distinction between Nirvikalpaka and Savikalpaka perception after 
Nyaya school. How do the Naiy�yikas prove the existence of nirvikalpaka 

perception? How is Savikalpaka perception known? 

5. 

2+11+2 What do the Vaise_ikas mean by abh�va? How many types of abh�va are 
accepted in Vai[e_ika Philosophy? Explain with suitable examples. How is 

6. 

abhava known? 
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